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TO FILL A LEVER-TYPE PEN

The routine for filling a fountain pen is important and
too often essential details are overlooked. -

1. Press all air from the sac by raising "the lever.

2. Place the entire point and part of the section under
the surface of the writing fluid so air will be prevent-
ed from entering the sac.

3. Close the lever. Let the point remain under the fluid
from seven to ten seconds (long counts) to give the
sac time to draw in the fluid. Improper filling causes
many pens to be criticised for not holding enough
fluid. -_ .

-

4. Hold the pen with the point down so the excess fluid
will run to the tip, then wipe it with an absorbent
cloth.

Important: Wipe all fluid from the point before plac-
ing the cap over it.

Complaints of pens leaking often arise because the
*

writing fluid is . not wiped from the section, and
threads before the cap is screwed on. Then, when
the cap is removed and writing fluid is found on the _
threads and section and in the cap, it is assumed that
the pen leaks.

TO FILL A PLUNGER-TYPE PEN

1. Unscrew the barrel-cap and pull out the plunger as far as
possible; ;

2. Place the entire point and part of the section into the writ-
ing fluid.

3. Push the plunger in slowly and use care that part of the sec-
tion remains under the surface of the writing fluid.

4. Wipe the excess fluid from the point, the same as outlined in
-

paragraph 4 above. -
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WASHING AND CLEANING

1. Pens which are not clogged may be washed by alternately

filling them with clean, cool water and emptying, using the

filling device.

Never use hot water for heat tends to soften the feed and

section and cause the point to become loose.

2. If no water can be taken in by the filling device it will be

necessary to dismantle the 'pen so the feed channel can be

cleaned. .

SERVICING CLOGGED PENS

Caused usually by being filled with dirtyw poor quality ink.

TO PREVENT CLOGGING:

1. Use the best grade of writing fluid.
^

-
' Our recommendation to . all fountain pen users is

that they use SKRIP to the exclusion of all other writ-

ing fluids. SKRIP was produced by Sheaffer in self der;

./ . fense after realizing that ink would not give satisfac-

tion, for any length of time if used m a fo^

/ Most inks have an acid reaction while SKRIP does not.

The ingredients in SKRIP will not injure any part of the

pen. There is no sediment to clog the feed. It will not

.- dry on the nib, and it always flows freely and dries

* - evenly and quickly on the paper.

2. A pen should be cleaned frequently—fill and empty several

times with cold water.

3. NEVER MIX WRITING FLUIDS—Neither in pens nor in

bottles. No- two writing fluids are chemically alike and
'

if mixed will neutralize each other. Sometimes such

mixtures will form a thin, light colored, watery fluid

while others will form a thick gummy residue inside the.

pen which will clog the feed and stop the flow of writ-

ing fluid. - . : _
''

c
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DISMANTLING A LEVER TYPE PEN

L Empty the pen of writing fluid.

2. Remove the section from the bar-

rel*

Twist or work the section out

of the barrel. Use a rubber
strip if necessary to provide a

grip and protect the fingers.

On pens with transparent sec-

tions first break the shellac seal

as described on page 22,

3. Remove the sac from the section.

Catch the end of the sac with
the thumb nail and with the
end of thumb roll the sac oft"

the section.

If the sac is not torn when re-

moved from the section and the
rubber is good—test by stretch-

ing—it can be re-used if washed
and dried*

4. Drive the feed and point out of
the section. (Illustration No.l)

5. Wash point, section and feed.

(a) "Open-channel" feed:

Make certain that all sediment
is removed from feed channel.

Use a brush such as a tooth

brush if necessary. Occasion-
ally one may have to run the
tip of a knife blade thru each
of the three grooves in the

bottom of the channel to re-

move the hard sediment.

(b) "Tip-fill" feed;

Place the rubber cleaning bulb

either on the end of the feed
or the end of the section as-

sembled with the feed and
draw in and expel the clean-

ing fluid thru the feed. (Il-

lustration No. 2)

4
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MANUAL
ADJUSTMENT OF LEVER-TYPE FILLING MECHANISM

LEVER ASSEMBLY

(A) To assemble the lever which is

held in place by a ring inside

the barrel:

(1) Place a wire lever ring thru the

hole in the lever, then place the

large end of the lever in the end

of the lever assembly tool. The

end of the wires shou'd point back

toward the tool handle. (Illustra-

tion No. 8)

€

<2) With this tool, thread the lever

thru the slot in the barrel from the

inside. When the end of the lever

extends thru the slot, grasp it with

thumb and finger and remove the

tool.

(3) Spring the lever ring into position

in the groove inside the barrel by

moving the lever toward the groove.

A hook shaped tool, such as the bar

puller, may be used to force the

ring into the groove should it fail at

first to snap into place.

To assemble the lever which is

held in place by a wire run thru

the barrel walls:

This style lever is assembled in the bar-

rel after the bar has been put in place.

8

(a) To test for play: Hold the bar-

rel with the lever down. Pull

down the Jever about 1/16 of an

inch (3mm.) then release. If

the lever snaps back into place

and the bar does not hang away
from the inside wall of the bar-

rel the lever adjustment is cor-

rect.

(b) If the lever has play, that is,

hangs down, remove the lever

and increase the width of the

slot in the thick end.

(1) Lay the lever, finished side up, on

the bar in the barrel slot.

(c) If the lever presses the bar too

far away from the barrel* de-

crease the width of the slot.

C

(2) Thread a piece of lever wire thru

the barrel drillings and the lever.

The pressure of the bar against

the lever should hold the lever

firmly in place but the lever should

not push the bar away from the in-

side barrel wall.

(3) Pull- the wire out slightly and cut it

off close to the barrel with the side-

cutting pliers. The wire should be

cut short enough so neither end ex-

tends out of the barrel when it is

pushed back into place.

(4) Fill in holes with wax the same

color as the barrel.
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE LEVER-TYPE FILLING
MECHANISM

ADJUSTMENT OF THE BAR AND
LEVER:

The bar and lever are in proper ad-

justment when the lever, in a raised

position, is stopped by the bar at a
right angle with the barrel.

Should the bar stop the lever be-
fore it is at a right angle, the bar
should be pushed farther into the
barrel.

If the lever goes beyond a right an-

gle the bar has been pushed too far
and should be pulled back until the
lever is again at right angles.

Should the lever turn over, straigh-

ten the bar in the barrel so the lever

will strike the stop.

The lever must be closed when mak-
ing adjustments on the bar.

BAR ASSEMBLY

1. The two piece bar with collar is

used in all flat end barrels and
Streamlined Balance barrels with
solid ends.

To remove this bar use the bar
puller with the solid hook.

To Assemble—Grasp collar as il-

lustrated (No. 3) and start it into
barrel with bar in line with lever
slot. Use bar pusher to push bar
into place. Test for correct posi-

tion as outlined above.

2. The embossed, one piece bar with
single hook (Illustration No. 4) is

used in regular and small size,

Balance barrels with hollow ends.
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i

4

To remove this bar use the two

pronged hook as illustrated. (Il-

lustration No. 5)

To place this bar in a barrel, first

place it on the bar pusher, hold it

down with the fore-finger and

push into position.

Test as outlined above.

3. The embossed, one piece bar with

double reverse "hook (Illustration

No. 6} is used in the large size,

Balance barrels with hollow ends.

To remove this style use the two

pronged hook as illustrated. (Il-

lustration No. 7)

Place this bar in a barrel, using

the same method as on the bar

above except it is necessary to

push on the reverse hook to set

the bar in place.

Test same as the above bars.

IMPORTANT:—Any style bar must be

straight when assembled and

must lie close against the inside

barrel walL It must not press

on? the sac for such pressure

wall cause a pen to flow uneven-

ly
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DISMANTLING THE VACTJUM-FIL PLUNGER
TYPE PEN

(1) Empty writing fluid and rinse

pen by filling with cold water.

(2) To Remove Section:

Wrap two thicknesses of rub-

ber iimer-tube- around section,

grip with section removing

pliers and turn to LEFT. (Il-

lustration No. 9)

(3) To Remove Plunger;

(a) Unscrew barrel cap and pull

out plunger* Loosen lock-nut

with wrench and remove bar-

rel cap. (Illustration No. 10)

Use the slotted screw driver

for WASP Vacuum-Fil pens.

(Illustration No. 11)

(b) Push plunger back into barrel

and with plunger removing
tool push thru packing wash-
ers.

ASSEMBLING TH£ WASP VACUUM-
FIL PLUNGER $YPE PEN

(1) To Replace Plunger:

(a) Place plunger assembly lead

on threads of plunger rod and
push into barrel from section

end. (Illustration Nos. 12 & 13}

(b) Screw lock-nut on plunger rod.

Then screw on barrel cap.

Tighten lock-nut against bar-
rel cap with wrench, (Illus-

tration No, 10)

On WASP Vacuum-Fil screw
large brass button on plunger
rod first, then screw on the
small lock-nut and tighten.

(Illustration No. 11)

(2) To Replace Section:

(a) Scrape the threads of the sec-

tion across a bar of soap so as

to fill the threads with the
soap.
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c u

(b) Start section into barrel and
tighten, using pliers and piece

of rubber. (Illustration No. 9)

The shoulder of the section

tion must be drawn up firmly

against the barrel but not

enough to bulge the barrel

threads and cause the cap to

bind.

THE BARREL- PLUG

IMPORTANT:—Do not attempt to

remove the barrel-plug unless fluid

leaks out between the threads of the
plug and the barrel. When the plug
is moved the barrel-cap fit is thrown
off for it is seldom that the barrel*

plug can be replaced in its original

position.

If a leak occurs it is probably caused
by a faulty seal-washer.

(1) To Remove the Barrel-Plug:

(a) Pit the special pliers with the
threaded jaws carefully onto
the barrel-plug. With a firm

grip on the pliers, turn to the
RIGHT for this is a LEFT-
HAND thread.

(b) Lift out and replace seal-

washer with the small wire
hook*

(2) To Replace the Barrel-Plug:

(a) See that the seal-washer fits

smoothly on its seat.
*

(b) With the plug-pliers screw
the barrel-plug firmly into

place*

NOTE:—The above procedure can be
followed on all models of Plunger
Type pens except those of small
diameter and those having entire

barrel made of the same trans-

parent material. The barrel-plugs

in these cannot be removed. If

faulty, drill out and cement in a

new packing unit.
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STRAIGHTENING THE GOLD POINT

Points which are bent in at the

tip can be adjusted by burnishing

the outside edge of the gold point

where the bend occurs while the

iridium tip is resting, on a leather

pad. (Illustration No. 14)

Points that are forked at the

tip are treated as above except

that the uppermost side is pushed

away with the tip of the burnish-

er while burnishing the inside of

the lower point. (Illustration No.

15)

Points must be spaced the same

width on the face as on the back.

(Illustrations No. 16, 17 and 18)

o
Burnishing Point whicĥ is closed
at tip.

14

IS FORKED AT THE CEtfTEQ
OF 3LI7Z

15

16



fNCO/?Q£C7: fjfCOIWECT.
POMT /S OJ>JWOY T/i£ POINTIS OPENON THE
esar. jrp back.

BACK.

Points that are spaced wider on

the face can be adjusted by-

springing the shoulders of the

point together slightly. (Illus-

tration No. 19)

Points that are open wider on

the back than on the face are ad-

justed by pressing the point

lightly across the heart with the

pliers. (Illustration No. 20)

20
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SPACING THE POINT

The flow of the pen is regulated by

the width of the spacing which varies

according to the fineness of the point.

A needle point makes a very line

line and requires little spacing while

a coarse point makes a heavy line and

requires a wider space.

The points should always be far

enough apart so a space of light can

be seen the entire length of the slit.

Points which do not have enough

space are adjusted by raising first one

side, then the other, away from the

feed or writing surface.

Grasp the point with the smooth

jaw pliers and lift or spring up al-

ternate sides. Do not make an ab-

rupt bend in the point. (Illustration

No. 21)

When the point is spaced too much,

reverse the process and spring the

sides 'down-

Caution: Keep the plier jaws away

from the iridium tip or the iridium

will be broken off. (Ilustrations No.

21 and 22) 22

WHEN THE ADJUSTMENT IS

COMPLETED THE IRIDIUM TIPS

MUST BE EXACTLY EVEN ON THE
WRITING SURFACE.

o
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MOUNTING THE POINT

n

C

& OF
>T/NG

Make certain that all parts are

clean before they are assembled.

The feed should fit snugly in the

section so the point will be held tight

and also to prevent the writing fluid

from leaking out.

The point should be even along tho

slit and at the tip before it is pushed.

Place the point Squarely on the

feed. Tip of feed should be about 1/8

inch (3mm.) back from end of point.

Start feed and point into section

With fingers. Grip feed and point in

pushing pliers as illustrated (No. 23}

and push or drive section onto feed

and point. Make certain that point

is pushed far enough by checking on

point pushing gauge. This is import-

ant for if the point extends out too

far, the iridium will be broken off

when the cap is screwed on. Push

point to the depth indicated on chart

supplied with point pushing gauge.

o
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ATTACHING THE SAG

(1) Spread shellac around sac end of

section.

(2) Slip sac on section using sac

spreader. (Illustration No. 24)

Use care that no shellac gets on

end of feed to stop it up.

Allow several minutes for shellac

to dry before filling pen.

(3) Sac must fit free in the barrel.

To Test—Slip sac into barrel

until section touches and turn

section to see if sac will catch

and twist.

If the sac twists, the bar

hangs too far from the barrel

wall and must be adjusted.

Refer to "Bar Assembly."

(4) When the adjustment is complet-

ed, for uniform appearance, push

the section into the barrel with

the point in line with the lever.
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MOULDING THE FEED TO THE POINT

It is essential that the feed fit

tightly all along the under side of the

point to insure a correct flow.

Examining the iridium point with
THE MAGNIFYING GLASS.

25

1. The feed is made of hard rubber
and by quickly passing it through
a flame a number of times, the

rubber absorbs the heat and be-

comes pliable.

Use care to keep the section from
the heat as it will soften if heat-

ed and cause the point to become
loose.

Feed upat hp

Jill

^FEED EgfD&ED.

f/fCOQQECT- FpPD AWAY TI^OM POINT
Z/G&r WOWS BETSVEEN EE£H A/fD

C0#J?£CT- FEED AGAINST POINT ShOHIO
SEP NO LIGHT PETkVPEN F££D AND POINT

27

The feed, when pliable, is moulded
against the point by pressing it

with the forefinger. When the

feed has been moulded to the

point, dip it in water. This cools

the feed and causes it to retain

its moulded form.

TO INSPECT:

Face a light and with the point in

a horizontal position (Illustration

No. 25) examine it with the mag-
nifying glass to determine if light

shows between the feed and the

point. (Illustrations No. 26 and

27)

After the feed has been properly

moulded, give the point a final in-

spection to see that it is aligned

and "spaced" correctly and the

feed is down tight against the

point.
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SMOOTHING

A scratchy point is usually caused

by the iridium tips being out of line.

Often this is the result of the point

having been struck or pushed slightly

to one side, causing an uneven pres-

sure of the feed against the point.

This can be corrected by pushing the

point back in line with the feed, us-

ing the fingers.

POINT

o
If the tips are even and the point

scratches, the iridium may have a

sharp or rough spot. This is removed
on a special grade of fine smoothing

paper. This paper should be placed

on a firm smooth surface and a light

coat of rouge rubbed over it to re-

duce the cutting power and to polish

the iridium.

To smooth the point, hold the pen

in a writing position and move it in

small circles^ not too fast, and finish

up by writing continuous figure S's.

As the point is moved over the paper,

the position of the pen should be

changed continuously so a fiat face

will not be worn on the tip. Use on-

ly moderate pressure and finger move-

ment in making small circles and fig-

ure 8
r
s. (Illustration No. 28)

Care and skill must be exercised

or more harm than good will be done.

Never rub the point on a stone or

rough abrasive of any kind. The iri-

dium must have a very smooth, mir-

ror-like finish and any scratch or

rough spot will be noticed when the

point is used.

c



FITTING THE CAP

O

It is important that the cap fit

properly on the pen. The cap should

screw on smoothly until the innereap

meets the section. An extra twist

should then be given the cap to make
the proper air-tight seal at this joint.

Should the threads in the cap be-

come worn to such an extent that the

cap will not tighten but continues to

turn, it will be necessary to send the

pen to the factory for the cap to be

rethreaded and fitted to the barrel.

The cap should fit snugly enough

on the back end of the barrel so it

will not work off when the pen is in

use, nor fall off when, the pen is held

with the cap down. If the fit is not

satisfactory, do not attempt to im-

prove it by roughing up the end of

the barrel. This ruins the finish and

seldom does any good. Any repair

shop equipped with a lathe can quick-

ly shrink the cap bead so it will fit

properly.

TO INCREASE CLIP TENSION:

Hold down ball of clip with thumb
and raise back of clip with burnisher

or smooth jaw pliers. (Illustration

No. 29)
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VISULATED PENS WITH TRANSPARENT SECTIONS

The material from which these

sections are made is soluble in alcohol,

therefore, never use alcohol to clean

or rinse a pen which contains one of

these sections.

These sections are cemented into

the barrel with shellac.

To remove:

First break the shellac seal be-

tween the section and the barrel

by striking the barrel threads several

quick blows with the wooden handle

of the burnisher, a fiber hammer or

some such tool—a hard faced tool will

damage the threads. Then grasp the

barrel firmly in one hand and with the

thumb and finger of the other work
the section out of the barrel.

The feed is of special design and
requires a special feed punch to drive

it from the section without breaking
the insert extension.

The transparent section is manu-
factured with a hard rubber sleeve

inside it to hold the gold point. To
avoid stripping this out of the section

when the feed is driven out, hold the

section so the edge of this sleeve rests

on the bench knock-out block. Should
the sleeve come out press it back into

place.

The feed has three parts: (Illus-

tration; No. 30) the finger or main
portion, the sleeve, and the insert.

The insert should fit loosely in

the finger with the beveled end to-

ward the point. The sleeve fits over
the insert with a light friction and
holds it into the finger by fitting

snugly into the back of the finger.

The sleeve should be assembled
with the small hole over the channel
of the insert and close to the finger
portion to permit the last remaining
fluid to be used from the transparent
section.

To replace the section in the barrel:

After all adjustments of the pen
have been completed the transparent
section must again be cemented into
the barrel to insure a proper fit.

Spread a small amount of shellac
around that part of the section which
fits into the barrel. Do this carefully
so no shellac touches the exposed part
for the alcohol in the shellac will

damage the finished surface.

Push the section into the barrel
with the slit of the point in line with
the lever.

Wipe off any shellac which might
have pushed out at the joint.

c
Hard Rubber Sfeeve

"dtjit

Complete Assemb/if^^

Cross-seetmn cf feed £ Insert.

S/eere

30
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ASSEMBLING SACS IN TWIST-SAC PENS

c

32

1. Shellac sac on transparent barrel-

end and allpw time to dry thor-

oughly,

2. Assemble sac and transparent bar-

rel-end into barrel. The arrow on
the barrel and barrel-end should

line up.

3. With the hook end of the clamp
pull the sac about one-half inch

out of the thread enxl of the bar-

rel (Illustration No. 30) and hold

it with the clamp. (Illustration

No. 31)

4. Shellac sac onto section.

5. Allow time for the shellac to

thoroughly dry then release the

clamp and push section into bar-

rel.

Remove feed from section and
look through section and sac by
holding transparent barrel-end to

light to see that the sac is not

twisted.

When a new7 section is supplied see

that it fits the barrel before the

sac is attached.

7. The section should be shellaced

into the barrel when the repair

is completed so the user cannot

twist the sac by turning the sec-

tion.
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PENCIL SERVICE

Experience has proven that Sheaf-

fer pencils require very little servic-

ing.

Should for any reason the mech-
anism fail, the practice is to remove
it and supply a new one. This can be
done with the proper tools but is not
recommended for the average shop.

Many repair shops report that the
small number of Sheaffer pencils re-

turned to them for service is not suf-

ficient to make it worth while invest-

ing even a small amount in the neces-
sary tools and assortment of mechan-
isms. However, tools and instruc-

tions will be supplied to any who de-
sire them.

Here are some simple adjust-

ments that can easily be made on
Sheaffer pencils:

1. Roll end of lead magazine to
tighten eraser fit. (Illustra-

tion No. 33)

2. Raise corrugations on maga-
zine to tighten cap fit. (Illus-

tration No. 34)

3. Drill out lead jams. (Illus-

tration No. 35)

4. Tighten tube In Balance cap
by tightening screw inside

cap with small screwdriver.

5. Increase clip tension—Same
as on pen clip.

Hold down ball of clip with
thumb and raise back of clip

with burnisher. (See illustra-

tion No. 29) 35

c



PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO THE COMPANY.
MARKING IT FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE WRITER

r
*>

PMTS PRICES ON THE1 "TRIUMPH" LINE

PENS \ oymuoi
Point
Unit

Complete
Cap Barrel

.

Plunger
Barrel
Cap

Crest Triumph 49WH $6.00
7

$6.50 ^ £2.50 $ fin # • <SO

Crest " Tuckawav 4QWM o.oO ^ 2.50 .60 .25

Standard Triumph 93WH 6.00 4.75 2*50 .60 .25

Triumph Tuckaway 93WM 6.00 4.75 ^ 2.50
. .60 .25

PENCILS Spfibol

Complete
Cap Barrel Mechanism Tip

| .65
Crest Triumph - long YKTL $ 3.85

, # 1.00 $1.25

Standard Triumph n
LH11 2.85 1.00 1.00 .65

Triumph ^ucke.way lmii 1.85 1.00 1.00 1.00

Crest Triumph Tuckaway YKML 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00


